
Demonstrating original production of historical interpretation and analysis, not simply 
recapitulation of narrative or description. 

•

Demonstrating command of historical context, particularly relevant themes or phenomena 
explored in readings and lectures. 

•

Assessing and applying appropriate historiographical approaches and theories. •

Demonstrating that sources have been critically assessed. •

Displaying clear, convincing, and sophisticated historical argument. •

Demonstrating acquisition of the skills and understanding needed for further historical 
study. 

•

Clear and concise expression.•

Legible writing is also necessary.•

The final exam must be completed to receive a passing grade for the course.•

Criteria for marking

Sample question•
Did the British agricultural revolution cause the British industrial revolution?

Sample answer as an essay plan•
Note: This is not a definitive answer. It is an example.

Answer: 

The agricultural revolution was important but it does not sufficiently explain the great 
transformation.

- Reforms (privatization of land; enclosures; crop rotation; Dutch plough)•

- led to capitalist farmers and a large group of landless rural workers (farmers oriented to 
markets)

•

- more food for population increase of 18th century•

- merchants encourage manufactures in cottages•

- capital accumulation by merchants and big farmers could be used to invest in factories•

1) Agricultural revolution

- British governments adopt policies that favour textile manufactures•

- European merchant capital increases from 16th century due to international trade networks 
with the Americas, Asia and Africa

•

- European colonists and merchants engage in productive enterprises including mining and 
plantation agriculture in the Americas (profits from     production and trade)

•

- Merchants develop attitudes in support of investment in production and not just trade•

- Early pact between merchants, capitalists and aristocrats (from 17th century e.g. Glorious 
Revolution) smoothed path towards I. R. and capitalist     MOP

•

- Technological advances (e.g. the Flying Shuttle)•

2) Other causes

Conclusion: 

Difficult to untangle causes and effects but agricultural revolution undoubtedly important for 
development of working and capitalist classes, and providing the food needed as I.R. developed. But 
the role of international trade and overseas production of commodities also of great importance, 
and the role of government.

Note: you can answer the question using an essay form. That is, You write sentences rather than 
notes as in this essay plan.

Sample answer

Marking criteria & sample answer
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